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[1] A global total electron content (TEC) model response to geomagnetic activity described
by the Kp index is built by using the Center for Orbit Determination of Europe (CODE) TEC
data for a full 13 years, January 1999 to December 2011. The model describes the most
probable spatial distribution and temporal variability of the geomagnetically forced TEC
anomalies assuming that these anomalies at a given modified dip latitude depend mainly on
the Kp index, local time (LT), and longitude. The geomagnetic anomalies are expressed by
the relative deviation of TEC from its 15 day median and are denoted as rTEC. The rTEC
response to the geomagnetic activity is presented by a sum of two responses with different
time delay constants and different signs of the cross-correlation function. It has been found
that the mean dependence of rTEC on Kp index can be expressed by a cubic function. The
LT dependence of rTEC is described by Fourier time series which includes the contribution
of four diurnal components with periods 24, 12, 8, and 6 h. The rTEC dependence on
longitude is presented by Fourier series which includes the contribution of zonal waves with
zonal wave numbers up to 6. In order to demonstrate how the model is able to reproduce the
rTEC response to geomagnetic activity, three geomagnetic storms at different seasons and
solar activity conditions are presented. The model residuals clearly reveal two types of the
model deviation from the data: some underestimation of the largest TEC response to the
geomagnetic activity and randomly distributed errors which are the data noise or anomalies
generated by other sources. The presented TECmodel fits to the CODE TEC input data with
small negative bias of �0.204, root mean squares error RMSE= 4.592, and standard
deviation error STDE= 4.588. The model offers TEC maps which depend on geographic
coordinates (5° × 5° in latitude and longitude) and universal time (UT) at given geomagnetic
activity and day of the year. It could be used for both science and possible service
(nowcasting and short-term prediction); for the latter, a detailed validation of the model at
different geophysical conditions has to be performed in order to clarify the model
predicting quality.
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1. Introduction

[2] The ionosphere, where the free electrons are formed
mainly by the solar X-rays and EUV radiation, is above all
under solar control but is dependent also on various chemical
and dynamical processes with thermosphere, magnetosphere,
and lower atmosphere. Usually during periods of high solar
activity through the interaction between coronal mass
ejections and the Earth’s magnetic field, large geomagnetic
disturbances are excited. Such disturbances can lead to a
significant perturbation of the “quiet time” ionosphere due
to large variability in the ionospheric density distribution,
total electron content (TEC), and the ionospheric current

system. The rapid and global response of the ionosphere to
these strong geomagnetic disturbances is well studied
[Mendillo et al., 1970, 1974, 1992; Prölss, 1980, 1991,
1993, 1995, 2008; Rishbeth, 1991, 1998; Field and
Rishbeth, 1997; Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994, 1996, 2000;
Muhtarov and Kutiev, 1998; Buonsanto, 1999; Kutiev and
Muhtarov, 2001, 2003; Mendillo, 1973, 2006]. Three
dominant causes of storm effects have been suggested to
explain the positive and negative phases of ionospheric
storms: thermospheric composition changes, neutral wind
perturbations, and the appearance of electric fields of
magnetospheric origin [Mendillo, 2006]. Satellite neutral
mass spectrometer measurements showed that the negative
phase of ionospheric storms is mainly due to the composi-
tion changes [Prölss, 1980, 1995, 2011], while the positive
phase is caused by disturbed thermospheric wind and
electric fields [Tanaka, 1979, 1981].
[3] The geomagnetic storms can have significant, adverse

effects on ground- and space-based technological systems.
Some important terrestrial consequences include possible dam-
age to satellites caused by high-energy particles, disrupting
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UHF satellite communications or detection and tracking of
aircrafts, missiles, and other targets; increased risk of
radiation exposure by humans in space and in high-altitude
aircraft; changes in atmospheric drag on satellites; errors in
Global Positioning System (GPS) and in VLF navigation
systems; and loss of HF communications. Because the GPS
signals are used by a wide range of applications, any geomag-
netic storm event which makes GPS signal unreliable could
have significant impact on society. Hence, the monitoring
of ionosphere, particularly during the geomagnetic storms,
and modeling and forecasting the evolution of the iono-
spheric variability are among the important tasks of the
ionosphere studies.
[4] The development of the Global Navigation Satellite

System (GNSS) during the last decade has provided a
number of possibilities for studying the spatial distribution
and temporal evolution of ionospheric electron density
disturbances forced by external or internal sources. The
TEC has received a great deal of attention recently because
it is a key parameter related to the phase delay effects on
the GNSS signals. The accurate measurement of the phase
delay is a strong requirement for the reliable performance
of GNSS positioning, timing, and navigation. The necessity
of the data corrections obtained from the navigation satellites
imposes the requirement of not only the regular variability of
the electron density but also the variability related to the
geomagnetic storms or other drivers to be taken in mind
[Jakowski et al., 2005]. As the ionosphere is the largest error
source, part of these errors, particularly those related to the
dispersive properties of the ionosphere (so called first-order
range error), can be eliminated by using differential measure-
ments in dual frequency systems like GPS, 1575.42 MHz at
L1 and 1227.60 MHz at L2. In this case, however, the ray
paths and TEC are assumed to be the same for both frequen-
cies. During some severe geomagnetic storms, however, the
polar ionosphere can be pushed 10° to 30° of latitude toward
the equator and can cause large horizontal gradients of the
electron density which violate the assumption for the same
ray paths and TEC [Kashcheyev et al., 2012]. Then, especially
at high solar activity, in order to ensure precise GNSS applica-
tions, higher-order ionospheric term errors have to be consid-
ered and taken into account [Hoque and Jakowski, 2007;
Elmas et al., 2011].
[5] The recent investigations of the TEC response to the

geomagnetic storms based on the GPSmeasurements obtained
from the global and regional networks of International GNSS
Service (IGS) ground receivers have reported the main
features of the TEC response [Mendillo, 2006]. The GPS
technique has great advantage in producing real-time global
and regional ionosphere maps. This has provided opportunity
for space physics to change from discovery mode to mainly
application mode activities by building TEC empirical models
for prediction. It was mentioned by Mendillo [2006] that
“modeling of the TEC parameter during storms has not been
extensive, and thus an emphasis on model improvements
tailored for TEC is a crucial need.” Zhao et al. [2007]
presented the latitude/longitude distribution of the relative
deviation of the TEC (rTEC) during winter, summer, and
equinoxes, as well as the effect of the LT. Habarulema
et al. [2007, 2010, 2011] built regional GPS-based TEC
models over Southern Africa by using a neural network
analysis method. Afraimovich et al. [2009] investigated

the dependence of the TEC variability on the Kp index for
the Northern Hemisphere (NH). The authors obtained linear
regressions of the dependence of the relative TEC deviation
(rTEC) on the Kp index. Only the positive dependences
between the rTEC and Kp index were found for the considered
latitude range; the response at high latitudes (50–80°N) was
stronger than that at low latitudes. Stankov et al. [2001,
2004] presented a correlation method for the prediction of
TEC depending on the geomagnetic activity for the geo-
graphic region (20°W–40°E, 32.5°N–70°N) where a time
delay constant of ~18 h and a periodic Fourier function
accounted for the LT effect were introduced. Recently,
Stankov et al. [2010] have applied a common epoch analysis
on TEC data representing nearly 300 storm events from the
last solar cycle. It was found that the storm time behavior of
TEC shows clear positive and negative phases with ampli-
tudes that tend to increase during the more intense storms.
[6] The TEC response to the geomagnetic activity for the

American sector was reported by Araujo-Pradere et al.
[2006]. The authors found consistent features from storm to
storm, and these features became more apparent when the
data were separated between the “driven” phase of the storm,
when the integral of ap index is rising, and the “recovery” to
the storm, when the integral of ap index is declining.
Recently, Andonov et al. [2011] have also presented an em-
pirical TEC model response to the geomagnetic activity for
the American sector particularly valid for low solar activity.
It was based on the two-dimensional (2-D) cross-correlation
analysis which revealed both positive and negative phases
of response. Both phases of the ionospheric response have
different duration and time delay with respect to the geo-
magnetic activity, season, and geographical latitude. The
seasonal dependence of the TEC response to geomagnetic
storms is characterized by predominantly positive response
in winter with a short (usually ~5–6 h) time delay while
mainly negative response in summer with a long (longer
than 15 h) time delay.
[7] The above report shows that only regional empirical

TEC model responses to geomagnetic activity have been
constructed for the time being. Due to this fact, a basic aim
of the present paper is to establish a global empirical TEC
model response to the geomagnetic activity described by
the Kp index. This global response has to be described as a
function of the calendar month, geographic latitude, longi-
tude, and LT. The main advantage of the empirical models
is that their analytical expressions are fitted to the data, so
there is no systematic deviation (offset) between the model
and data. The main problem, however, is how well their
analytical expressions describe the observed variations. The
model approach in the present study is similar to that shown
in Andonov et al. [2011]. The TEC model is built on
the long-term TEC data, January 1999 to December 2011
(13 years), from the Center for Orbit Determination of
Europe (CODE) [Schaer, 1999]. The same data have been
used for establishing the global background TEC model;
its description and statistical evaluation are presented in
Mukhtarov et al. [2013a, 2013b].

2. TEC Data Set

[8] The ionospheric TEC is derived by mapping the slant
path delay of the signal from dual frequency L1 and L2 bands
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observed by the global networks of IGS ground receivers [Ge
et al., 2004; Dow et al., 2009]. IGS provides the highest pre-
cision of GPS satellite orbits and precise positions (5 mm)
for 350 worldwide reference stations [Ercha et al., 2012].
Usually the single ionospheric layer assumption is consid-
ered to convert the slant path TEC to vertical TEC with a
mapping function. Currently, five analysis centers routinely
provide global ionosphere maps (GIMs) of vertical TEC
using the growing global network of dual frequency
GNSS receivers [Ercha et al., 2012]. These are CODE
[Schaer, 1999], Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [Ho
et al., 1996], European Space Agency (ESA) [Feltens and
Schaer, 1998; Feltens, 2007], Polytechnical University of
Catalonia (UPC) [Hernández-Pajares et al., 1997], and
the Energy Mines and Resources Canada [Gao et al.,
1994]. The present TEC model is constructed on the basis
of vertical TEC maps generated by the CODE center at
Astronomical and Physical Institutes of the University of
Bern, Switzerland (http://cmslive3.unibe.ch/unibe/philnat/
aiub/content/e15/e59/e126/e440/e447/index_eng.html).
We particularly note that, in this paper, TEC everywhere
means vertical TEC. For the current study we used data for a
full 13 years, 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2011, provided
from the CODEFTP directory: ftp://ftp.unibe.ch/aiub/CODE/.
At CODE, the TEC is modeled with a spherical harmonic
expansion up to degree of order 15 referring to a solar-
geomagnetic reference frame [Schaer, 1999]. The 2-hourly
sets are derived from GPS data of the global IGS network of
about 200 stations. The GIM/CODE is regarded as one of
the precise TEC maps generated from GNSS observations.
The used global IGS TEC data have a time resolution of 2 h
and a grid spacing of 5° × 2.5° in longitude and latitude,
respectively, with errors of several TEC units (TECU, 1
TECU=1016 el/m2) [Hernández-Pajares et al., 2009]. The
errors of the GIMs presented by the analysis centers CODE,
ESA, JPL, and UPC are determined by comparing with an
independent source of TEC. The reference TEC values are
provided by dual frequency altimeters on board TOPEX and
JASON satellites for a period of time between 2002 and
2007. Because the altimeters are working over oceans, this
comparison is considered as a pessimistic determination of
the global TEC map actual errors. The main statistics of the
difference TOPEX/JASON TEC-GNSS TEC, presented in
Hernández-Pajares et al. [2009, Table 1], revealed similar re-
sults; particularly for the GIM/CODE: the bias is 1.45 TECU,
the standard deviation is 5.14 TEC, and the root mean squares
error is 5.35 TECU. Jee et al. [2010] performed a comprehen-
sive comparison especially between the CODE GIM and
TOPEX/JASON TEC data for the period of time between
March 1998 and May 2009, which is directed particularly to
ionospheric studies during different geophysical conditions
(local time, latitude/longitude, season, and solar activity). It
was found that on the whole, the GIM model was largely able
to reproduce the spatial and temporal variations of the global
ionosphere as well as the seasonal variations such as the
annual and semiannual anomalies for all solar activities. It
was noted there that the GIM model was not accurate enough
to represent some ionospheric structures as the Weddell Sea
Anomaly (WSA particularly during equinoxes), the longitudi-
nal wave number 4 and 3 structures, etc. A fundamental limi-
tation of the GIM/CODE model is detected in the northern
high latitude and the southern middle- and high-latitude

regions, which are mostly occupied by oceans and include
very sparse GPS ground stations. In these regions the CODE
TEC values are smaller than those of the TOPEX/JASON
TEC as sometimes the difference could reach 50%.
[9] The original global TEC data were arrayed in terms of

the coordinate system of geographical latitude (from �87.5°
to 87.5° at each 2.5°) and longitude (from �180° to 180°
at each 5°). It is known, however, that the neutral wind
and electric field effects on the ionosphere are dependent on
the geomagnetic field configuration as the electrons are
constrained to the magnetic field lines. That is why the
distribution of the ionospheric parameters, including TEC
as well, is usually presented in geomagnetic latitude instead
of geographic one. Early investigations (reported, e.g., in
Rawer [1984]) demonstrated the benefit of using the modi-
fied dip latitude (modip), introduced by Rawer [1963], to
describe the variability of the densest part of the ionosphere,
particularly at middle and low latitudes. The modified dip
(modip) latitude which is adapted to the real magnetic field,
e.g., to the magnetic inclination (dip), is defined as follows:

tanμ ¼ I ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cosΦ

p
.

, where μ is the modip latitude, I is the true

magnetic dip (usually at a height of 350 km), and Φ is the
geographic latitude. Modip equator is the locus of points
where the magnetic dip (or inclination) is 0. In the equatorial
zone, the lines of constant modip are practically identical to
those of the magnetic inclination, but as latitude increases,
they deviate and come nearer to those of constant geograph-
ical latitude. The poles are identical to the geographic ones
[Azpilicueta et al., 2006]. Then, for the purpose of this study,
the global TEC data were rearrayed in terms of the coordinate
system of modip latitude, from �80° to 80° at each 5°, and
geographic longitude, from �180° to 180° at each 15°. The
TEC data falling into the area 5° (modip latitude) × 15°
(longitude) were averaged. The time resolution of 1 h is used
in this study, and the hourly data are obtained by interpola-
tion of the 2-hourly original data.
[10] In this study the geomagnetic activity is defined by the

global Kp index; it describes the mean value of the distur-
bances in the two horizontal geomagnetic field components,
observed at 13 selected subauroral stations. The Kp index data
are downloaded from the Space Physics Interactive Data
Resource (SPIDR), Boulder, Colorado for the considered pe-
riod of time. The Kp value at every hour is used in this study
as it is obtained by linear interpolation of the 3 h Kp values.
[11] In the model, the TEC response to the geomagnetic

activity is investigated by the relative deviation of the TEC
defined as follows: rTEC= (TECobs � TECmed)/TECmed.
The terms TECobs and TECmed represent observed and me-
dian TEC values respectively at a given hour. In the present
study we use sliding medians defined by a 15 day moving
window, and the median value is assigned to the last day of
the window, i.e., to the fifteenth day of the window. We
use such type of “one-sided” median approach because in
this case the model is built in a way as it will be used for
nowcasting or short-term prediction (usually 24 h ahead).
In other words, we try to predict the correction to the 15
day median values for each hour of the prediction period.
The basic aim of this model is to detect and correctly describe
those CODE rTEC anomalies which are generated by geo-
magnetic disturbances. Such anomalies have usually time
scales of several days. The 15 day window is used because
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of two reasons: (i) the contribution of the ~27 day rTEC
oscillation due to the solar rotation variability of the EUV
radiation is significantly weakened, and (ii) such window
has an insignificant effect on the 9 and 13.5 day recurrent
geomagnetic activity oscillations which are particularly
strong during the declining phase of the solar activity. By
considering the characteristic rTEC, the effect of the regular
seasonal, diurnal, and solar changes is removed from the
TEC variability. The data are grouped into 12 month bins
as every bin contains all the available hourly data within
the respective month of the year.

3. Cross-Correlation Analysis Between rTEC and
Kp Index and Its Theoretical Substantiation

[12] The investigations on the foF2 response to the geomag-
netic activity, presented by Muhtarov and Kutiev [1998] and
Kutiev and Muhtarov [2003], indicated that this is a delayed
response. The authors expressed the delay in terms of the time
constant of their cross-correlation function and found a time
delay constant of about 18 h. Then the first step in this study
is to calculate the 2-D cross-correlation functions between
the Kp index and rTEC.

3.1. Empirical Cross-Correlation Functions

[13] It has been already mentioned that the planetary Kp

index is used in this study as an indicator of the geomagnetic
activity. This index reflects both types of variability: from the
equatorial ring current and the auroral currents. The effect of
geomagnetic activity, described by the Kp index, on the rTEC
variability is investigated by 2-D cross-correlation analysis
between both parameters. In the case of building global
TEC model, we expect that the cross-correlation function
will depend on the season, modip latitude, longitude, and
LT. Due to these dependences, three different types of 2-D
cross-correlation functions are calculated: (i) longitude-time
lag; (ii) LT-time lag, and (iii) modip latitude-time lag. The
2-D cross-correlation functions are calculated for each month
of the year because they depend on the season as well. Only
some examples of the above mentioned three types of the 2-D
cross-correlation functions will be shown here through which
the main features of the geomagnetic effects on the rTEC can
be demonstrated.
[14] Figure 1 presents 2-D (longitude-time lag) cross-correlation

functions calculated between the rTEC and Kp index for
January at different modip latitudes: equator (topmost),
±20° (top row), ±40° (middle row) and ±70° (bottom row).
The 2-D cross-correlation functions from both hemispheres
are shown in order to demonstrate the seasonal dependence
of the TEC response to the geomagnetic activity; winter in
the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and summer in the Southern
Hemisphere (SH). The time lag up to 72 h is shown because,
in general, the response is composed of two phases, positive
and negative with different duration and time delay. Some
main features of the cross correlation can be distinguished
from Figure 1: (i) the rTEC response to the Kp index shows
clear longitude and even some wave-like dependence; in the
NH (winter), a wave number 3 response can be seen, while
in the SH (summer) and over the equator, in general, wave
number 2 can be clarified; (ii) two types of response,
positive and negative, can be seen at all plots (the zero time
lag is marked by thick black line); first, the response is

positive at all modip latitudes except that at 70°S (i.e.,
summer high latitudes where the cross correlation reaches
maximum of�0.5 with an average time lag of 6 h), and then
it is negative; above the equator, it is mainly positive; (iii)
the maximum positive cross correlation of +0.4 is seen at
winter high latitudes (70°N), which is reached in the frame
of 1–3 h after the maximum Kp index; by decreasing the
modip latitude, the time lag for reaching maximum in-
creases, and, above the equator, it is on the average after
~9 h. Some of the longitudinal differences could be caused
by the offset of the dipole, an effect that introduces a compe-
tition between winds and magnetospheric influence as a
function of longitude [Mendillo et al., 1992]. The high dip
angles in North America lead to strong magnetospheric
electric field effects and weaker wind ones, while in the
European sector, where the dip angle is smaller, the winds
are more effective than the electric fields. The observed
wave-like longitudinal structures could be driven by some
nonmigrating tides and stationary planetary waves. The
results from Figure 1 reveal that, in the global rTEC model,
a dependence on the longitude has to be included.
[15] Figure 2 shows 2-D (LT-time lag) cross-correlation

functions calculated between the rTEC and Kp index for
September at the same modip latitudes as in Figure 1. In this
case an equinoctial month is shown, autumnal month in the
NH and vernal month in the SH. Again, two types, positive
and negative, of the rTEC response are seen at all plots. The
following cross-correlation features can be summarized from
Figure 2: (i) low-latitude rTEC response is mainly positive;
the negative response is reached at large time lags; the maxi-
mum positive correlations are obtained between 8–10 LT
and 18–20 LTwith an average time lag of 6–9 h for the tropics
and 9–12 h above the equator; (ii) middle-latitude (±40°)
rTEC response clearly indicates first positive and then
negative phases with different durations; the maximum posi-
tive coefficients are reached during the daytime 10–12 LT
and around midnight with time lags of ~3 h for the NH and be-
tween 3 and 6 h for the SH; the negative response is stronger
for the NH than that in the SH reaching maximum around
2–4 LT and ~18 LT; (iii) high-latitude (±70°) rTEC response
is defined by negative phase during the day (6–20 LT) and a
positive, almost instantaneous (zero time lag) response during
the night; the negative response in the NH is stronger than that
in the SH. The results from Figure 2 reveal that, in the global
rTEC model, a dependence on the LT has to be included
as well.
[16] Figure 3 presents the 2-D (modip latitude-time lag)

cross-correlation functions calculated between the rTEC and
Kp index for different months, January (top row), March (sec-
ond row), June (third row), and September (bottom row), and
at two longitudes, 0°E (left column) and 270°E (right column).
Again, two types of rTEC response can be seen with different
duration and time lag, which depends on the season andmodip
latitudes. In general, (i) the tropical latitudes at all seasons
have positive response with large time lags; (ii) while the
winter high-latitude rTEC has first positive response with
short time lags and then weak negative one, the summer
rTEC demonstrates only negative response; (iii) the middle-
latitude (up to ±50o) rTEC response shows first a weak
positive response with short time lags and then stronger
negative response with large time lags. Considering all months
of the rTEC responses, the following feature can be drawn: the
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rTEC response in March/April is close to the winter response
in the NH/SH and to the summer one in the SH/NH, while the
rTEC response in September/October is close to the summer
response in the NH/SH and to the winter response in the SH/
NH. Similar result, but only for the NH, was found in the
regional TEC model reported by Andonov et al. [2011].

3.2. Theoretical Cross-Correlation Function Between
rTEC and Kp Index

[17] The main conclusion from all types of cross-correlation
functions, shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3, is the existence of two
types of the rTEC response, positive and negative, with differ-
ent durations and time lags. Both responses depend on the
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Figure 1. Two-dimensional (longitude-time lag) cross-correlation functions calculated between the rTEC
and Kp index for January at (topmost) equator, (top row) ±20°, (middle row) ±40°, and (bottom row) ±70°;
the zero time lag is marked by thick black line.
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longitude, modip latitude, season, and LT. The cross-correla-
tion results can be used for supporting the use of two different
time constants in building the global empirical rTEC model in
a way as it has been already done in the regional rTEC model

over American sector [Andonov et al., 2011]. The use of two
different time constants hints for the simultaneous action of
at least two different processes that define the rTEC response
to geomagnetic activity [Mendillo et al., 1992; Mikhailov
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and Schlegel, 1998; Prölss, 2005]. The existence of at least
two processes is considered also in Mukhtarov and
Pancheva [2012] where the ionospheric response to the
high-speed solar wind streams is studied by using the
COSMIC electron density measurements.
[18] A method for modeling the cross-correlation function

between the relative foF2 and the geomagnetic index is de-
scribed inMuhtarov et al. [2002], where the delayed response

is represented by a linear filter from the first order. A similar
approach was applied in this study in order to theoretically
base the use of two different time constants in establishing
the global rTEC model response to the geomagnetic activity.
[19] If we assume that the temporal variability of the geo-

magnetic index can be described as a stationary random pro-
cess (for simplicity noted as x(t)) while the rTEC (noted here
as y(t)) is a result of converting the geomagnetic activity by
two independent linear filters from the first order, then

y tð Þ ¼ α ∫
∞

�∞
h1 ξð Þx t � ξð Þdξ þ β ∫

∞

�∞
h2 ξð Þx t � ξð Þdξ (1)

[20] The transition functions of both filters can be denoted
as follows:

h1 tð Þ ¼
1

T1
exp � t

T1

� �

0; t < 0

8><
>: ; t ≥0

h2 tð Þ ¼
1

T2
exp � t

T2

� �

0; t < 0

8><
>: ; t ≥0

(2)

[21] Thus, the ionospheric response is represented as a
linear combination of two delayed responses with time delay
constants respectively T1 and T2 and coefficients of propor-
tionality respectively α and β. Actually, the ionospheric
response is not a deterministic process; hence, the above
mentioned quantities have to be interpreted as characteristics
of the most probable response at given conditions.
[22] The cross-correlation function between the processes

x and y is described by the interrelations of Wiener-Lee:

Rxy τð Þ ¼ ∫
∞

�∞
αh1 ξð Þ þ βh2 ξð Þð ÞRxx τ � ξð Þdξ (3)

[23] The autocorrelation function of the geomagnetic activ-
ity can be represented with sufficient accuracy [Muhtarov
et al., 2002] by an exponential function:

Rxx τð Þ ¼ σ2x exp � τj j
Tg

� �
(4)

where the magnitude of the logarithmic decrement of Rxx(τ)
is approximately 14 h [Muhtarov et al., 2002]. Having in
mind the above mentioned assumptions, then the cross-
correlation function can be expressed as follows:
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Figure 4. Comparison between the (top) theoretical cross-
correlation function calculated for T1 = 12 h, T2 = 32 h,
α = 1, β =�1 and for simplicity the variance is accepted to
be 1, and (bottom) the empirical cross-correlation function
between the Kp index and rTEC for August and at (40°N,
0°E).

Rxy τð Þ ¼ σ2x

α
Tg

T1 � Tg

� � 2T1

T1 þ Tg

� � exp � τ
T1

� �
� exp � τ

Tg

� � ! !
þ
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Tg
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� � 2T2

T2 þ Tg

� � exp � τ
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� �
� exp � τ

Tg

� � ! !

2
6666664
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7777775

τ >¼ 0

Rxy τð Þ ¼ σ2x α
Tg
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� � exp τ
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� � !
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Tg
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� � exp τ
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� � !" #
τ <¼ 0

(5)
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[24] At τ= 0, both expressions and their first derivatives
become equal. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the the-
oretical (described by formula (5)) cross-correlation function
calculated for T1 = 12 h, T2 = 32 h, α= 1, and β =�1, and for
simplicity the variance of the geomagnetic activity is
accepted to be 1 (Figure 4, top) and the empirical cross-
correlation function between the Kp index and rTEC for
August and at (40°N, 0°E) (Figure 4, bottom). It is seen that
the main features of the two cross-correlation functions are
very similar: a positive response with small time lag followed

by a negative response with longer time lag. The assumption
that the sum response is shaped by two responses, a positive
with small time constant and a negative one with three times
longer time constant, is set in the model. In this way, at the
range of positive time lag, a near area of positive correlation
and a distant area of negative correlation are formed. In the
presence of only one process, it is impossible for both
positive and negative correlations to be obtained. The investi-
gation of the relative foF2 response to the geomagnetic activity
in summer at the middle latitudes reported byMuhtarov et al.
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[2002] and Kutiev and Muhtarov [2003] indicated that the
response is negative. In this study, however, the rTEC response
at the same conditions is composed of positive and negative re-
sponses. This means that the positive response of the rTEC
should be due to the positive response of the electron density
above the F region maximum. Mukhtarov and Pancheva
[2012, Figure 5], shows the altitude distribution of the ampli-
tudes and phases of the COSMIC electron density variability
driven by the 9 day recurrent geomagnetic activity. At 50°N
and during the summer (near days 270) two areas of response
can be distinguished; one is around 200 km height, and the
second is above 300 km height. The phase difference between
the oscillations in the electron density and those of the geomag-
netic activity for the lower area of response is close to out of
phase, i.e. the response is negative, while the phase difference
for the upper area of response is close to in phase, i.e., positive
response. In the present study, the cross-correlation analysis
supports this result; additionally, it reveals also that the two re-
sponses have different time delay. We suggested inMukhtarov
and Pancheva [2012] that the negative response is due mainly
to the changes in neutral composition, i.e., decrease of the O/N2

ratio because of the upwelling and equatorward winds [Crowley
et al., 2008], while the positive response is due predominantly to
the F2 peak that has moved upward during a storm [Prölss,
1995;Buonsanto, 1999;Mendillo, 2006] and to an enhancement
in the electron density scale height because the ion temperature
in the F region shows enhancements [Sojka et al., 2009]. The
negative response practically disappears over the equator, and
it is mainly due to the increase of theO/N2 ratio changes because
of downwelling winds [Prölss, 1995; Crowley et al., 2008].

4. Basic Approach of the Model Construction

[25] The basic idea of each global empirical TEC model
which describes the response to the geomagnetic activity is

to define a set of analytical expressions which describe the
most probable TEC values at given geomagnetic activity
index, day of the year, geographic location, and LT. The
investigations on the foF2 response to the geomagnetic
activity [Muhtarov et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2008] indicated
that this is a delayed response which can be satisfactorily
modeled by assuming that the geomagnetic influence is im-
posed on the inertial system described by an inhomogeneous
differential equation from a first order [Kutiev and Muhtarov,
2003]. In the present study, the cross-correlation analysis,
however, indicated that the rTEC response to the geomag-
netic activity has to be presented by a sum of two responses
with different time delay constants and with different signs
of the cross-correlation function. It is known also that during
the recovery phase of the ionospheric storms with geomag-
netic origin, the ionospheric reaction continues some time
after the geomagnetic storm attenuation. This phenomenon
aggravates the relationship between the Kp index and the
ionospheric anomalies. In order to resolve this problem,
Muhtarov et al. [2002] suggested an approach for defining
new modified function of Kp index based on the time delay
constant from the cross-correlation analysis, with its varia-
tions closely resembling those of the relative foF2. Having
in mind the above mentioned ideas, Andonov et al. [2011]
constructed regional rTEC model over North America and
a similar approach will be used in the present study as well.
[26] If we assume that the impact of the geomagnetic

activity on the rTEC is accomplished by two mechanisms
with different time delay constants, then the variability of
rTEC can be described as follows:

rTEC tð Þ ≈ f Ts
KpTs tð Þð Þ þ f T l

KpTs tð Þð Þ� �
f lt LTð Þ f lon Lonð Þ (6)

where the functions flt(LT) and flon(Lon) represent the depen-
dence of the rTEC response on the LT and longitude at equal
other conditions. KpTs and KpTl are the modified parameters
with the time delay constants respectively Ts and Tl values
of the Kp index. These modified parameters are solutions of
the equations shown below and are obtained easily by a nu-
merical integration:

Ts
dKpTs tð Þ

dt
þ KpTs tð Þ ¼ Kp tð Þ (7)

T l
dKpTl tð Þ

dt
þ KpTl tð Þ ¼ Kp tð Þ (8)

[27] The unknown functions fTs and fTl from (1) can be
expressed by the Taylor series expansions while the depen-
dence on the LT and longitude can be presented by Fourier
series as follows:

f Ts KpTsð Þ ¼ α0s þ α1sKpTs tð Þ þ α2sKpTs tð Þ2 þ :α3sKpTs tð Þ3 þ…

f Tl KpTlð Þ ¼ α0l þ α1lKpTl tð Þ þ α2lKpTl tð Þ2 þ α3lKpTl tð Þ3…
f lt LTð Þ ¼ β0 þ ∑

4

i¼1
βi cos i

2π
24

LT� ϕi

� �

f lon Lonð Þ ¼ γ0 þ ∑
6

i¼1
γi cos i

2π
24

Lon� ψi

� �
(9)
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Figure 6. (a) Temporal variability of theKp index during the
geomagnetic storm on 5–13 April 2000. (b) Comparison
between observed (left column), the model (middle column),
and the difference between them (right column; the zero line
is marked by thick white line) TEC longitude-hour cross-
sections for the geomagnetic storm on 5–13 April 2000 at
different modip latitudes noted above the plots. (c) Temporal
variability of the systematic error (in TECU, blue color) and
the RMSE (in TECU, red color) presented for each day of
the geomagnetic storm on 5–13 April 2000.
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[28] Then the rTEC can be described as follows:

[29] We note that the Fourier time series (third relation in
(9)) includes the contribution of four harmonics, 24, 12, 8,
and 6 h, while the Fourier longitude series (fourth relation
in (9)) includes the contribution of six harmonics, i.e., the con-
tribution of zonal waves with zonal wave numbers up to 6. It is
worth noting that the numbers of the included components in
the Fourier expansion series are defined experimentally. We
accepted only the contribution of the above mentioned diurnal
components and zonal waves because the addition of more
components does not decrease the model error. The following
criterion was used: the addition of more components has been
discarded when their inclusion leads to an error improvement
only after the third decimal point.
[30] The next important step is to find a functional depen-

dence between the Kp and rTEC in order to clarify the num-
ber of terms in the Taylor series (first two relations in (9)).
The most appropriate type of the functional dependence is
defined empirically by an approach described in Andonov
et al. [2011]. Some examples of the empirical dependence
between the Kp and rTEC calculated for different months
and geographical points, which are denoted at the plots, are
presented in Figure 5. It is evident that in all cases the
functional dependence between Kp and rTEC is close to the
cubic function. Due to this result in the Taylor series, only
the contributions of the first four terms are included. Then
the most probable values of the coefficients: αis, αil, βi, γi,
Ts, and Tl from 9 have to be determined. This is a nonlinear
optimizing task that can be solved by applying the “trial-
and-error” method in a way that the best approximation in a
sense of minimum least squares deviation is to be assured.
In order to solve the problem, the following steps are made:
(i) it is given a range of Ts changes from 0 to 10 h with a time

resolution of 1 h and a range of Tl changes from 11 to 72 h
with a time resolution also of 1 h; (ii) for each point of the
grid built in this way the coefficients αis, αil, βI, and γi are
found by using the method of least squares best fit, and (iii)
the coefficients αis, αil, βi, γi, Ts, and Tl at which the best ap-
proximation (in a sense of minimum least squares deviation)
is obtained are accepted as optimal coefficients for the model
rTEC described by (10).
[31] In the present study we accepted the following: (i)

longitude and UT as independent variable quantities; the
conversion to LT is a simple procedure and (ii) at each
modip latitude, a separate model, described by 10, is
constructed; the values of the model rTEC which do not
belong to the 5° modip grid are obtained by an interpolation
procedure that will be described later. The latter is done
because if a latitudinal approximation is used first, the
number of model constants will increase and, second, an

additional error will be introduced. The rTEC model
described by (10) contains 820 constants, and they are
determined by least squares fitting techniques.
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Figure 6. (continued)
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� �
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� �
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Figure 7. (a) Temporal variability of the Kp index during
the geomagnetic storm on 6–13 November 2004. (b)
Comparison between observed (left column), the model
(middle column), and the difference between them (right
column; the zero line is marked by thick white line) TEC
longitude-hour cross-sections for the geomagnetic storm on
6–13 November 2004 at different modip latitudes noted
above the plots. (c) Temporal variability of the systematic
error (in TECU, blue color) and the RMSE (in TECU, red
color) presented for each day of the geomagnetic storm on
6–13 November 2004.
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5. Model Results

[32] In order to demonstrate how the model is able to
describe the rTEC response to geomagnetic activity, three
geomagnetic storms observed at different seasons and solar
activity conditions will be presented. The results, however,
will be presented as a corrected 15 day median TEC with
the model rTEC, where TECmod =TECmed(1 + rTEC).
[33] Figure 6a shows the temporal variability of the Kp

index during the geomagnetic storm on 5–13 April 2000,
i.e., at high solar activity. The rapid increase of the Kp index
starts at around 12 UT on 6 April and reaches the largest
values (close to 9) at midnight and early hours on 7 April;
then it decreases to the undisturbed levels. Figure 6b presents
the comparison between the CODE data (left column), model
result (middle column), and the difference of the (right column)
TEC longitude-hour cross sections for the considered period
of time, 5–13 April 2000 at different modip latitudes which
are noted above the plots. We clarify that the longitude is
presented by numbers defined from longitude/15°, while the
time is in hours, and it starts on 1 April 2000 at 00 UT. In order
to facilitate the comparison between the CODE data and
model results, the color scales (in TECU) are the same at the
same modip latitudes. However, as the TEC response strongly
depends on the modip latitude, the color scales are different at
different modip latitudes. The careful comparison between
model and data plots reveals that the model overall well
reproduces the real situation. It, however, underestimates with
~12–14 TECU at longitudes of 240–300° the positive TEC
response at 70°N in the second half of 6 April, i.e., almost
simultaneously with the largest values of Kp index, and 1
day later, positive response at 70°S with ~25–30 TECU at
longitudes of 90–180°. The model quite well reproduces
the negative TEC response in the second half of 6 April at
70°S when Kp index rapidly increases, as well as the
response on the next day (the difference is close to zero).
At middle latitudes, ±40°, the model positive TEC response
is also slightly underestimated in the second half of 6 April;
the difference between the CODE data and the model is smaller
at 40°N (~10–15 TECU) than at 40°S (~50–55 TECU at
around longitude of 200°). The model TEC response at
tropical and equatorial latitudes comparatively well repro-
duces the data, but again, it underestimates the positive
response above the equator seen on 8 April (the difference
reaches ~30 TECU). It is worth noting that, at all modip lati-
tudes, the model very well describes the longitude variabilities

of the TEC response. Most probably, this is due to the large
number of the zonal waves included in the model.
[34] In order to assess how the model reproduces the CODE

TEC response to the geomagnetic storm on 5–13 April 2000,
we calculate the systematic (mean) error and root mean
squares error (RMSE) for each day of the considered geomag-
netic storm. They are defined by the first two expressions of
(4) from Mukhtarov et al. [2013a], and the result is shown in
Figure 6c. It is seen that while at the first day of the geomag-
netic storm, 6 April, the systematic error (blue color) is almost
zero and RMSE (red color) is ~9.5 TECU at the second day, 7
April, the systematic error is ~�1.3 TECU, but the RMSE
reaches its maximum of ~11 TECU. The systematic error
reaches its maximum of ~5 TECU on 8 April. Figure 6c
reveals large positive bias (up to 5 TECU) and RMSE (up to
11 TECU); however, it is worth reminding that the considered
geomagnetic storm is at high solar activity.
[35] Figure 7a presents the temporal variability of the Kp

index during the geomagnetic storm on 6–13 November
2004, i.e., during the declining phase of the solar cycle.
This is a more complex geomagnetic storm with two Kp

index amplifications which are far from each other of about
2 days. Figure 7b presents the comparison between the TEC
longitude-hour cross sections obtained by the CODE data (left
column), the model result (middle column), and the difference
between them (left column), for the period of time 6–13
November 2004 at different modip latitudes arranged in the
sameway as those in Figure 6b. In this case the TEC responses
to both Kp index amplifications have to be considered. The
model comparatively well reproduces the TEC response
related to the first Kp index amplification at high latitudes,
±70°, but underestimates that connected with the second Kp

index amplification with ~8–12 TECU. The temporal and lon-
gitudinal variability of the rTEC response at middle latitudes,
±40°, is well reproduced; however, the positive TEC response
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Figure 8. (a) Temporal variability of theKp index during the
geomagnetic storm on 1–10 August 2011. (b) Comparison
between observed (left column), the model (middle column),
and the difference between them (right column; the zero line
is marked by thick white line) TEC longitude-hour cross-
sections for the geomagnetic storm on 1–10 August 2011 at
different modip latitudes noted above the plots. (c) Temporal
variability of the systematic error (in TECU, blue color) and
the RMSE (in TECU, red color) presented for each day of
the geomagnetic storm on 1–10 August 2011.
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on 8 November is again underestimated by ~30–40 TEC at
longitudes of ~150–220°. Some overestimation of the TEC
response on 8 November can be distinguished at some longi-
tudes at tropical and equatorial latitudes, as well as some
underestimation of the TEC response on 9 November particu-
larly over the equator. Figure 7c presents the temporal
variability of the systematic error (in TECU, blue color) and
the RMSE (in TECU, red color) presented for each day of the
geomagnetic storm on 6–13 November 2004. It shows that
while the systematic error is negative (up to�2 TECU) during
the first Kp index amplification, 7–8 November, it is positive
(up to 1 TECU) during the second Kp index amplification,
9–10 November. The RMSE reaches a maximum of ~9 TECU
on 8 November and decreases to ~6 on 10 November.
[36] Figure 8a presents the temporal variability of the Kp

index during the geomagnetic storm in 1–10 August 2011,
i.e., during the increasing phase of the solar cycle. This geo-
magnetic storm causes negative TEC response at 70°N and
positive one at 70°S. The model reproduces quite well the
temporal and longitudinal TEC variability at high latitudes
with slightly weaker magnitude of the response. As it is
expected in advance, the TEC response at middle latitudes,
±40°, is characterized by positive response with short time
delay and a weak negative response with long time delay.
The model reproduces overall well the midlatitude TEC
response, but the negative reaction seen in the second half
of 6 August and on 7 August, particularly at 40°N, is
underestimated by the model. Additionally, the model posi-
tive rTEC response at 40°N maximizes 30° eastward of that
shown by the data. The longitude and temporal variability
of the rTEC response at tropical latitudes, ±20°, is well
reproduced; only the magnitude of the positive response is
slightly weaker than the observations. The rTEC response
over the equator as it is expected is positive, and it is well
seen in the model results; only the longitude disturbances
located between 45° and 150° is not well outlined.
Figure 8c shows the temporal variability of the systematic
error (in TECU, blue color) and the RMSE (in TECU, red
color) presented for each day of the geomagnetic storm on
1–10 August 2011. It is seen that during the disturbed days,
5–7 August, the systematic errors change from ~0.3 TEC to
�0.6 TECU, while the RMSE changes from ~2 TECU to
~3.7 TECU.
[37] The above shown examples of three geomagnetic

storms clearly indicate that the global empirical TEC model

presented in this paper describes well the ionospheric
response to the geomagnetic activity at different solar cycle
and seasonal conditions. The differences between the
CODE data and the model results at different modip latitudes
(the right columns in Figures 6b, 7b, and 8b) clearly demon-
strate two types of the model deviation from the data: some
underestimation of the largest TEC response to the geomag-
netic activity and randomly distributed errors which are
actually the data noise or anomalies generated by other
sources. The latter is a consequence of the cross-correlation
results shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3; the maximum values
of the cross-correlations coefficients there reach values of
only 0.4–0.5. The presented systematic errors and RMSE
for each day of the geomagnetic storms, Figures 6c, 7c, and
8c, reveal the largest values during the disturbed days and
at high solar activity.
[38] Each empirical model needs to assess the quality of

the adjustment procedure by model residuals, i.e., by calcu-
lating the differences between input data and model values.
The main statistics based on the entire data set will be
presented here. It is worth noting that, actually, the residuals
reveal the nature of the modeling error. Due to this, it has
been accepted that besides the systematic (mean) error
(ME) and RMSE, also the standard deviation error (STDE)
is usually accepted as the basic error characteristic of each
model. They are defined by the expressions (4) from
Mukhtarov et al. [2013a]. The following error values for
the period of time 1 January 1999 to 31 December 2011 are
obtained: ME=�0.204 TECU, i.e., the model fits to the
CODE TEC data with small negative bias; then the RMSE
and STDE have very close values, i.e., RMSE= 4.592
TECU and STDE= 4.588 TECU.
[39] The overall statistics of the model error can be defined

more precisely by showing the dependence of RMSE on
modip latitude and months. Figure 9 shows a modip
latitude-month cross section of the model RMSE calculated
for the entire (January 1999 to December 2011) period of
time. The largest RMSE, reaching 7.5 TECU, is observed
at low latitudes where the equatorial ionospheric anomaly is
developed; the crests are situated at around ±30° modip lati-
tude [Mukhtarov and Pancheva, 2011]. Some amplification
of the RMSE can be noticed also around 70°S during the
equinoxes; it reaches around 4 TECU. The largest errors
are found mainly in the equinoxes, and this could be due to
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Figure 9. Modip latitude-month cross section of the model
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both semiannual variability of the ionosphere and semian-
nual variability of the geomagnetic activity. We calculated
also the RMSE for each month of the entire time interval
(not shown result); as it is expected in advance that the
RMSE has larger values during high solar activity.

6. Global TEC Maps

[40] The basic aim of each global TEC model used for
short-term prediction is to construct the global distribution
of the TEC, i.e., to obtain global TEC maps at given geomag-
netic activity, day of the year, and UT. The rTEC model
presented in this study predicts the correction to the 15 day
median values for each hour of the prediction period. As it
has been already mentioned, the TEC value at a given hour
is actually a corrected 15 day median TEC with the model

rTEC. Then the TEC maps are constructed by interpolation
of the TEC values from the used grid with a 5° step in modip
latitude and 15° in longitude. The interpolation between
obtained TEC values is done by using Inverse Distance
Method [Shepard, 1968]. Then the modip frame is converted
to geographical one. The TEC values assigned to both poles
are found by interpolation between the known from the
model points which have the highest northern and southern
latitudes. The model maps are arrayed in terms of the coordi-
nate system of geographical latitude from�90° to 90° at each
5° and longitude from �180° to 180° at each 5°.
[41] Figure 10 presents a comparison between the model

(right column) and CODE TEC maps for 8 November 2004
geomagnetic storm at 00 UT (top row), 06 UT (second
row), 12 UT (third row), and 18 UT (bottom row). In order
to facilitate the comparison, the color scales at each pair of
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Figure 10. Comparison between the (right column) model and CODE TEC maps for 8 November 2004
geomagnetic storm at (top row) 00 UT, (second row) 06 UT, (third row) 12 UT, and (bottom row) 18 UT.
The modip latitude is also marked by white line.
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TEC maps (at one and the same UT) are the same. Due to the
dependence of the TEC on the UT, the color scales are not the
same at different UT. In general, there is significant similarity
between the CODE and model TEC maps, but there are dif-
ferences as well. At 00 UT and 06 UT, for example, the equa-
torial anomaly is underestimated by the model, but the
hemispheric asymmetry is quite well reproduced. At 12
UT and 18 UT, the model’s densest part of the ionosphere
is closer to the observations; some longitude structures, as
for example the WSA in the SH at 18 UT [He et al., 2009;
Chen et al., 2011; Karpachev et al., 2011], can be
reproduced well. It is worth mentioning that the global
background TEC model [Mukhtarov et al., 2013a]
constructed on the basis of the same CODE TEC data set
is able to reproduce the well-known ionospheric structures
as WSA and some longitudinal wave-like structures
because it includes the effects of the nonmigrating tides
and stationary planetary waves.

[42] The rTEC model response to the geomagnetic activity
presented here can be used also when the geomagnetic activ-
ity is very low, i.e., during quiet geomagnetic conditions.
Figure 11 shows a comparison between the model (right
column) and CODE TEC maps for 8 November 2007 when
the geomagnetic activity was very low, the daily averaged
Kp index< 2. A general similarity between the model and
CODE TEC maps is seen here as well. Again, the model
crests of the equatorial ionization anomaly at 00 UT and 06
UT are slightly weaker than the observed ones, but the hemi-
spheric asymmetry is well reproduced. The high degree of
similarity is seen at 12 UT; at 18 UT the model TEC values
are slightly larger than the observed ones.
[43] The above presented comparison between the model

and CODE TEC maps revealed good similarity. This means
that the global TEC model response to the geomagnetic activ-
ity constructed in this study could be used for both science and
possible service (nowcasting and short-term prediction).
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Figure 11. The same as Figure 10 but for 8 November 2007 quiet time day.
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7. Summary

[44] In this study we present a global empirical TEC model
response to geomagnetic activity described by the Kp index.
The model is built on the basis of full 13 years (January
1999 to December 2011) of CODE TEC data. It describes
the most probable spatial distribution and temporal variabil-
ity of the geomagnetically forced TEC anomalies assuming
that these anomalies at a given modip latitude depend mainly
on the Kp index, LT, and longitude. The geomagnetic anoma-
lies are expressed by the relative deviation of TEC from its
15 day median, noted as rTEC. Therefore, this model predicts
the correction to the 15 daymedian values, rTEC, for each hour
of the prediction period. Themodel offers TECmaps which de-
pend on geographic coordinates (5° × 5° in latitude and longi-
tude) and UT at given geomagnetic activity and day of the year.
[45] The approach for building this model is based on the

2-D cross-correlation analysis between the rTEC and
the geomagnetic Kp index. The existence of two types of the
rTEC response, positive and negative, with different durations
and time lags, has been found. An attempt for modeling the
cross-correlation function between the rTEC and the geomag-
netic Kp index has been made as well. The presence of two
positive and negative rTEC responses to the geomagnetic
activity imposed the implementation of two different time
delay constants Ts and Tl in order to describe the two different
delayed reactions. In this way the rTEC response to the
geomagnetic activity is presented by a sum of two responses
with different time delay constants and with different signs
of the cross-correlation function. Based on these time
constants, new modified functions of Kp index were defined,
with variations closely resembling those of rTEC. It has been
found that the mean dependence of rTEC on Kp index can be
expressed by a cubic function. The LT dependence of rTEC is
described by Fourier time series, which includes the contri-
bution of four diurnal components with periods 24, 12, 8,
and 6 h. The rTEC dependence on longitude is presented
by Fourier series, which includes the contribution of zonal
waves with zonal wave numbers up to 6. A separate model,
described by 10, is constructed at each modip latitude. The
rTEC model contains 820 constants, and they are determined
by least squares fitting techniques. The global model is
obtained by the interpolation procedure called Inverse
Distance Method [Shepard, 1968]. The presented comparison
between the model results and CODE TEC data for three geo-
magnetic storms at different solar cycle and seasonal conditions
(Figures 6, 7, and 8) demonstrated comparatively high degree
of similarity. The very small systematic error (�0.204) and
low RMSE (4.592 TECU) of the model, calculated on the basis
of the entire data set, characterized it as useful tool for describ-
ing the ionospheric TEC response to geomagnetic storms.
[46] This model could be used also for service, i.e., for

nowcasting and short-term prediction. For this purpose,
however, a detailed validation of the model at different
geophysical conditions has to be performed in order to clar-
ify the model predicting quality. We have to note that the
above demonstrated ability of the model to reproduce the
spatial-temporal features of the TEC response to geomag-
netic activity at different geophysical conditions does not
mean a validation of the TEC model; it is applied to the data
that have been used for generating the model. Figures 6b, 6c,
7b, 7c, 8b, and 8c display actually the quality assessment of

the constructing model procedure. If the validation of the
model demonstrates good predicting ability, then at a given
day of the year, geographical location, and UT, the model
needs as input parameter only the predicted Kp index. This is
a possible task because there are available models which
predict the geomagnetic activity with a reliable accuracy. An
example of such model is a MAK model described by
Andonov et al. [2004]. This model provides online prediction
of the Kp index and is implemented on the Web site http://
www.geophys.bas.bg/kp_for/kp_mod_bg.php. The short-term
TEC prediction, particularly at strong geomagnetic storms,
will improve significantly the accuracy of the geodetic and
navigation data, which have increasing importance in resolv-
ing both scientific and practical tasks.
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